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1 Functional Reduction: Flaws with Functional Concepts Beth Williams Department of Philosophy University of Arkansas Introduction The project is this paper is very simple. I will first present Ernest Nagel’s model of intertheoretic reduction and show how it fails. I will then present the standard functional model of reduction and show how it succumbs to pressures from Jaegwon Kim. After that, I will present Kim’s theory of functional reduction in a charitable light. Finally, I will mention several worries that I have with his theory. Nagel Reduction Physical reductionism was born when Ernest Nagel (1961) devised a proof procedure for reduction between two scientific theories. Nagel’s procedure involves the logical deduction of the laws of the reduced theory (chemistry, e.g.) from the laws of the reducing theory (physics, e.g.) by way of bridge principles. Bridge principles connect the predicates of the two theories. For example, (∀x)(Fx≡Gx), would be a bridge principle for the reduction of a predicate F in the reduced theory to a predicate G in the reducing theory. Nagel conceived of bridge principles as biconditionals because biconditionality provides for the coextension of properties in the reduced theory with properties in the reducing theory. Applied to the mind-body problem, bridge principles show how each mental property must have a coextensive physical property. Troubles with Bridge Principles Multiple realization is the standard objection against Nagel reduction, although there are others that we will examine shortly. Multiple realization is the phenomenon whereby a given mental kind is realized by distinct physical kinds. Take pain, for



2 instance. It seems obvious that pain may be realized in a vast assortment of physical systems including humans, dolphins, octopi, cats, rats, and wombats to name a few. Each of these creatures is a distinct physical kind and none of them share the same brain structure. Now, if multiple realization is true, then a wide variety of physical states may realize the same pain state. Multiple realization allows that a mental state M may be realized by a number of physical states, such as P1 ∨ P2 ∨ P3. The trouble is that it is not possible to provide M with a single correlate P to yield the required biconditional bridge principle. In other words, where what we want are bridge principles that look like this, (∀x)(Fx≡Gx), multiple realization makes it so our bridge principles look like this, (∀x)(Fx≡Gx∨Hx∨Jx). Kim’s reply to this problem (MIPW, pp.94-95) is to advocate for local reductions (i.e., species-specific bridge principles). A local reduction for humans would be something to the effect that if H is a human, then H is in pain if and only if H is in neural state 1, H ⊃ (P ≡ N1). We would tell a slightly different story for rats: if R is a rat, then R is in pain if and only if R is in neural state 1’, R ⊃ (P ≡ N1’), and so on for all the species who have pain. One might object that multiple realization goes deeper than species—that it occurs within the same individual across time. In response to this, Kim says that even if pain can be multiply realized in individuals across time, human psychology is uniform enough that this should not be a problem (MIPW, p.94). Furthermore, we know human psychology is uniform because if it were not, it would be impossible as a science. Ditto for rats and other species. Thus, we can reduce human psychology to human neuroscience, rat psychology to rat neuroscience, dolphin psychology to dolphin



3 neuroscience, and so on. Kim’s grand conclusion is not that multiple realization implies that psychology is autonomous and therefore irreducible; rather, multiple realization implies that there is no structure-independent scientific psychology (PM, p.235). Another problem with bridge principles concerns explanation. Reduction is primarily explanatory. For example, a reduction of the mental to the physical should explain why we feel pain and do not see green when certain of our neural fibers are activated. Bridge principles, however, are “unexplained auxiliary premises” (Kim MIP, p.96). They tell us that there are correlations between mental states and physical states, but they do not tell us why these correlations obtain. Therefore, bridge principles fail to provide an explanation of mind-body identity. The last argument against bridge principles that we will look at has to do with conceptual and ontological simplicity. Bridge principles should give us a simpler conceptual schema and fewer entities. However, since M≡P is a contingent law, the concepts of M and P are distinct. Therefore, bridge principles yield no conceptual simplification. In order to provide ontological simplification, bridge principles must be converted into identities. Thus, instead of M≡P, we really need M=P. As it stands, the mental and the physical are two sets of distinct properties. Thus, Nagel reduction does not provide us with ontological simplicity. Given these problems with Nagel reduction, Kim claims that the function model of reduction is better. If the functional model of reduction is better, then it should be able to handle challenges from multiple realization, explanation, and ontological simplicity. Functional Reduction: The Standard Version



4 We now know that any mind-body reduction theory worth its salt must a) defend itself against multiple realization, b) not only show how the mind and body are identical, but also explain their identity, and c) provide us with ontological simplification. The functional model of reduction promises to deliver on just this score. Functional reductionism is a blend of two theses: physical realizationism and functionalism. Physical realizationism is the thesis that mental properties are physically realized. Functionalism is the thesis that mental properties are functional properties. According to the standard model, functional properties are second-order properties defined in terms of causal relations among first-order properties (MIP, p.20-21). Trapability is a functional property, for example. Something is a trap if it has a restrictive property that causes a subject to be unable to freely move out of an area. A tenure-track position at the Arkansas State University and a rectangular piece of wood connected to several metal springs and cheese are two realizers of trapability. The process of reducing a mental property to a physical property involves three steps: (1) show that M is identical to a functional property. (2) find a physical property P that serves as a base for M, then toss in the laws that capture the causal powers of P. (3) show that all the facts involving M are deducible from comparable facts involving P. Once this process is finished, the functional reductionist will claim that we have succeeded in reducing the mental to the physical. As an example, let’s suppose we want to reduce pain. First, we shall construe pain as a functional property. Because functional properties are second-order properties defined in terms of causal relations among first-order properties, we will think of pain as a second-order property defined in terms of causal relations among first-order properties.



5 So, x has the property of being in pain if and only if x has some first-order property P that satisfies a certain condition D, where D specifies that P has pain’s typical causes and effects. Interestingly enough, this model of reduction is twice relative. On the one hand, functionalist reduction is relative because different structures may realize the same property, which is why Kim thinks of functional reduction as species-specific. On the other hand, Kim says, “Reductions remain valid only when the basic laws of nature are held constant—that is, only for nomologically possible worlds (relative to the reference world)” (MIP, p.25). In other words, since reduction of the mental depends on the causal relations between first-order properties, we could not achieve reduction in possible worlds where those causal relations were too different. Therefore, functional reduction is relative to the actual world and all possible worlds that are close enough to the actual world. The question naturally arises of how different the causal laws could be before we would lose reduction. This is obviously an important question, and one worth answering. Unfortunately, Kim does not say. He notes, however, that the necessity of nomological homogeneity for reduction goes against Saul Kripke’s claim (1971) that nomological identities are necessary (MIP, fn.39, p.125). The contention is that ‘pain = c-fiber stimulation’ is kind of like ‘water = H2O’ in that both express necessary identities. The difference between ‘pain = c-fiber stimulation’ and ‘water = H2O’ is in the types of necessity they express. ‘Water = H2O’ expresses metaphysical necessity: ‘water = H2O’ in all possible worlds, since ‘water’ and ‘H2O’ are rigid designators. ‘Pain = c-fiber stimulation’ expresses nomological necessity: ‘pain = c-fiber stimulation’ not in all possible worlds, but in all nomologically similar worlds whose point of reference is the



6 actual world. Instead of being rigid designators, Kim will say that ‘pain’ and ‘c-fiber stimulation’ are semi-rigid. Against the Standard Version of Functional Reduction Kim thinks the standard model of function reduction suffers from two insurmountable problems. The first problem has to do with the causal exclusion of mental properties. If we construe mental properties as second-order functional properties, then they are not physical properties. But since physical properties are the only kinds of properties with causal efficacy, then mental properties cannot do any causal work. Motivating causal exclusion of the mental is the causal inheritance principle, which states that if a second-order property M is realized at t by a first-order property P, then the causal powers of this particular instance of M are identical with the causal powers of P (MIP, p.54). Notice that the causal inheritance principle applies to token instances of M and not M types. Kim believes that if we accept this principle, then we commit ourselves to the claim that all the causal work that is done by M is actually done by the first-order physical property P that realizes M (MIP, p.111). Thus, second-order properties like M do not add any new causal powers to the world, and if they do not add any new causal powers to the world, then they do not play an indispensable role in causal laws and explanations. One might object to Kim that even though M does not play an indispensable role in explanations, M is nevertheless capable of playing a useful role in explanations. We often know there is an explanation of a phenomenon in terms of first-order properties that satisfy certain causal conditions, but we do not know which of the properties is doing the real causal work. When this happens, we should be able to give an explanation in terms



7 of a second-order property that defines the shared causal powers of the first-order properties. Kim thinks this objection is wrong-headed. The follow argument, which is implicit in Kim’s work, shows why. First, we must assume that M is multiply realizable, in which case M = P1 ∨ P2 ∨ P3…∨ Pn. 1. M is a second-order property. 2. If M is a second-order property, M must be a disjunctive property (in light of multiple realization). 3. There are good reasons for not accepting disjunctive properties. 4. Therefore, M is not a second-order property. Kim supports premise 3 by arguing that disjunctive properties cannot figure into laws and causal explanations. He says, “the disjunction of heterogeneous properties can fail to be projectible nomic properties [Kim’s italics]” (MIP, p.108). Thus, if a property is disjunctive, then it is scientifically useless. Properly scientific kinds just aren’t functional kinds. Kim uses the following argument to show why disjunctive properties fail to provide us with explanation (MIP, p.108). Rheumatoid arthritis causes painful joints. Lupus causes painful joints, too. Mary has either rheumatoid arthritis or lupus. Therefore, Mary has painful joints. Do we have an explanation of Mary’s pain? Kim thinks not. Instead, what we have is a disjunction of two explanations, not a single disjunctive explanation. Disjunctive propositions like that of “Mary has either rheumatoid arthritis or lupus” cannot play a role in causal explanations. Because M is a glorified disjunction of first-order properties P1 ∨ P2 ∨ P3…∨ Pn, M cannot play a role in explanations either. Kim thinks that in order for a property to be a real property, it must be able to figure into laws and explanations. Thus, he claims that second-order properties are not



8 real properties (MIP, p.119). This, then, is Kim’s second criticism against the standard model of functional reduction: there are no functional properties. He believes it is a mistake to think of functional reduction in terms of property reduction, but he thinks we can construe reduction in another way—a way that trades functional properties for functional concepts. Kim’s Version of Functional Reduction Kim’s model of function reduction also involves three steps. (1) show that the concept of M is equivalent to a functional concept F. (2) identify the first-order physical properties (P1, P2,…,Pn) that have the causal role specified by F. (3) show that the facts that make all the claims involving F true are all the facts involving all the first-order physical properties (MIP, p.105). On this model, second-order properties are not really properties. It is best to think of them as second-order designators or concepts. Instead of being a mental property, M is more like a proper name that picks out a bunch of descriptions, where the descriptions are of neural goings-on. We find further insight into the distinction between concepts and properties from a passage in Kim’s Philosophy of Mind: Concepts belong with such things as meanings, ideas, and predicates and are part of the conceptual-linguistic framework that we use to represent our beliefs about the world. Properties, states, and kinds are usually thought of as being “out there” in the world, constituting part of the world that we depict by using our conceptual apparatus. Most important, they are what give the world its causal structure, and if we have done our job right, the concepts of our best scientific theories will represent causally important properties of the natural world, and the laws of our theories will depict the causal regularities that hold in the world. But concepts and theories are our own creations; if there were no intelligent, language-using creatures, there would be no language, meanings, or concepts, but there still would be a world with its objects, their properties, and a network of causal relations (p.120)



9 Remember that functional reduction has arguably three desiderata that it must meet: a) defend itself against multiple realization, b) explain mind-body identity, and c) provide ontological simplification. Given Kim’s distinction between concepts and properties, let’s see how his version of functional reduction measures up to these desiderata. Kim cleverly solves problems from multiple realization simply by avoiding them. He does not have to deal with property M having diverse realizers, because he has eliminated M as a property by construing M as a concept. Kim has a fairly cut-and-dry solution to the explanatory desideratum. In “The Mind-Body Problem After Fifty Years” he says, In what way is a functional reduction an explanatory reduction? I believe that this question has a satisfying answer. Why is M instantiated in systems of kind S whenever Qi is instantiated by those systems? Because having M just is having some property meeting causal specification C, and Qi is a property that realizes M—that is, meets the specification C—in systems of kind S. Why does this particular system instantiate M on this occasion? Because it is instantiating Qi, one of M’s realizers. Why does this M-instance cause an effect of kind E? Because it is in fact a Qi instance, where Qi is a realizer of M, and Qi-instances have effects of kind E. Since the causal powers of M-instances are identified with those of their realizers, all questions about the causal relations involving Minstances are answerable at the level of M’s realizers. What more can we ask from an explanatory reduction of M (p.18-19)? Finally, Kim proposes to solve the problem of ontological simplicity by again invoking the notion of functional concepts The second way of handling M is to view it only as a concept, not a property. By forming a second-order expression of the form ‘having some property or other, Q such that C(Q)’, we cannot literally bring a new entity into our ontology. All we are doing is to introduce a way of picking out certain first-order properties by specifying a condition they need to meet; we might say that a second-order expression of this form refers indifferently to a class of first-order properties, namely those that satisfy the specified condition. By mere linguistic operations like quantification we can neither expand nor contract our ontology; what we expand is our linguistic repertoire (Ibid., p. 18).



10



Problems with Kim’s Model of Functional Reduction What follows are a few of the problems that I found to plague Kim’s model. 1) Because Kim’s model eliminates functional properties, if we apply his model to psychological concepts, we end up eliminating psychological properties. But the elimination of properties oversimplifies the role properties play. Properties do more than figure into laws and explanations. They help us get a handle on similarity. Kim himself says, “…resemblance or similarity is at the very core of our concept of a property and that things that share a property must resemble one another in some significant respect” (PM, p.219). But if Kim eliminates properties, he eliminates resemblance and similarity, too, which is awfully difficult to accept. 2) Kim’s explanation of how his model satisfies the explanation desideratum is only good if Kim is talking about the standard model of functional reduction, which construes M as a property. But the standard model of functional reduction is not Kim’s model. His theory, remember, favors functional concepts and eliminates functional properties. 3) Kim wants to use functional concepts to meet the requirement of ontological simplicity, but he appeals to functional properties to meet the requirement of explanation. This is inconsistent. He cannot use the standard model to solve one problem and his model to solve another, especially given that he a) has claimed that the standard model is too vulnerable to be a viable model of reduction as is, and b) has not shown how the standard model and his model may be compatible in a way that would allow him to use each whenever it suits his ends. 4) If Kim sticks by the claim that M is a functional concept, then he loses his argument from the causal inheritance principle against the standard model of functional reduction.



11 The causal inheritance principle states that if a second-order property M is realized at t by a first-order property P, then the causal powers of this particular instance of M are identical with the causal powers of P. But, since functional concepts have no causal roles “out there” in the world, they have no causal powers to inherit. Lacking causal powers, they cannot be identical to the causal powers of P. In fact, it is kind of strange to talk about mental causation at all if there are no mental properties “out there” to have causes and effects. 5) Lastly, Kim’s model clashes with the whole reductive enterprise. Nobody ever cared about reducing our concept of water to H20 or our concept of light to EMR. People get excited when real properties are reduced to other real properties. Reductionists want to reduce actual properties, not concepts. We would have leaned back in our armchairs and laughed had physicists proudly proclaimed that they had reduced our concept of temperature to mean molecular kinetic energy; likewise with the mind and body.
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